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Eyes are critical in Face reading. Eyes act as governor for our face.

EYES IN SPECIFIC DETAILS
Eye accessing cues include movements of the eyes in certain
directions, which indicate visual, auditory or kinesthetic thinking.
ACCESSING CUES (Age 35 to 40)
Eyes that point downwards
Persons with such eyes are said to have relationship problems
before age 40. Poor relationship management and indecisiveness
on making critical decisions are their major pitfall. Due to indulgence in relationships, such persons will neglect their career paths.
Statistics show that such persons will tend to have more daughters
than sons.
Eyes that point upwards
This is the reverse of the above. However, at times such persons end up manipulating relationships rather than managing them.

Career-oriented and autocratic when holding power, statistics show
that such persons will tend to have more sons than daughters.
Double-folded eyelids
Persons with double-folded eyelids tend to place great emphasis on relationships and express their feelings and emotions more
freely. Such persons will tend to be more family-oriented.
Single-folded eyelids
This is the reverse of the above. Such persons will tend to place
greater emphasis on their career as opposed to on relationship.
Such persons like to hide their true feelings and seldom express
them correctly.
Half-closed eyes
This is more science than anything else is, since such persons
will be injured easily, especially related to their feet due to the
likelihood of being tripped or tumbling.

One minute Feng Shui - part 4
7th minute - Is there a road near your house
(T-junction or crossroad)?
Roads, as I mentioned earlier, need to be passionate, or not in
straight line. A ‘T’ junction is three straight roads combined into one
and is believed to permeate ‘unkind’ energy. This ‘unkind’ energy
will not only affect the health of nearby inhabitants, but they will
also be unable to sustain wealth due to the ‘insensitive’ impact of
the ‘T’ effect.
I will recommend that you take one minute to find out the direction of your house and see if your house is located at a T-junction. If
so, apply the 5-elements theory to solve the issue.

8th minute - Any object above the roof?
Objects above a house’s roof are said to suppress the Yang energy of the house and therefore should be eliminated. Objects such
as trunks, twigs, branches, logs of trees, clutter and debris are said
to bring excessive Yin energies to the house. Clean and clear things
above the roof of your house to receive ‘kind’ energies next time you
do your yard clean up.
Take a minute to identify and remove anything above your roof,
but make sure safety comes first!

9th minute - Any big or dying trees nearby?
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you do with big tress? You need to handle them with care so as
not to offend your local authorities. Trimming it is the best solution.
What if the tree is dying? Dying trees are believed to radiate ‘unkind’
energies that might slow down a person’s life progress. If you have
not already purchased such a house, I would advise you not to as
it would affect a person’s well-being. In case you have already resided there for some time, you should place a cup of water facing
such a tree if you cannot get rid of it. The water element is said to
drain off the unkind energies radiated by dying trees.

10th minute - Lamp post facing your main door?
Nearby lamp posts or sharp objects directly facing your house
are believed to bring in ‘unkind energies’ that might affect a person’s
health, thereby causing headaches, migraines and minor foot and
hand related accidents. Solving such ‘headaches’ requires the basic 5-elements theory solutions.

11th minute - Any big or dying trees nearby?
Old, deserted, too tall or too small buildings nearby will affect
the inhabitants of the house. Old and deserted buildings will bring
excessive yin energies to the house. Sharp-edged neighboring
houses that directly face your door are also believed to bring in
unkind energies.
Refer to Appendix 1 for solutions.

Too big of a tree will create excessive Yang energies because
anything that is excessive in any dimension is considered to attract
‘unkind’ energies that disrupt otherwise ‘kind’ energies. What should
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